
The Serbian forest on the eco-bank of the Danube became the
property of a rich man close to the government

Until 2015, this location was public property and belonged to all citizens of the Republic of
Serbia.
Then in 2015, the public company “Vojvodinasume” concluded an agreement with the owner
of the private company “Karin Komerc” on land exchange. Mirko Dubroja, the owner of this
company, ceded his land in the Vojvodina town of Lok to the mentioned public company, and
in return he received state property on the beautiful ecological Danube corridor Veternik –
Futog, which is of international importance, thus becoming the first private owner of the
Danube bank in this area. After the privatization of this locality, Dubroja cut down 17
hectares of forest and destroyed the river tributary on this property, which at that time was
still owned by the Republic of Serbia.
The public was informed about this environmental and legal scandal by the environmental
organization OSNA through a presentation on their Facebook profile. In addition to all this
information, OSNE claims that this agreement, which was confirmed by the Government of
Serbia, violates the Constitution of our country, the law on waters and the law on public
property. As a consequence of this criminal agreement, they emphasize the interrupted
ecological corridor, the destroyed water area, as well as the violation of the good ecological
status of this locality. They remind that the company owned by Mirko Dubroje “Karin
Komerc”, does not have a large number of necessary permits. The company’s water permit
issued by JVP Vode Vojvodine expired in 2018, it does not have the required conditions for
nature protection required by the Provincial Institute for Nature Protection, and it does not
have a valid construction permit for the planned concrete mixer.
The pictures taken in 2012 and 2015 are proof of the ecocide committed, and the
responsibility of those who allowed such a harmful agreement to be reached continues to be
the main word in all these public companies.
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